Little Guy Wrestling Beginners State Tournament
Columbia Falls High School Gymnasium
March 27, 2009
Start Time: 6:30 pm
Coaches Meeting: 5:30 pm
Who Qualifies:

Top four wrestlers from each Inter-Valley.

Weigh-in

We will not conduct a weigh-in at this tournament, we will honor those
weights wrestled at each Inter-Valley tournament.

Brackets:

Eight wrestlers have qualified for this tournament. Wrestlers from the
same Inter-Valley tournament will be separated on the bracket. In order
in insure that we will have a full eight man bracket in each weight
class clubs are asked to submit wildcard wrestlers they feel should
be entered in the tournament. Wildcard wrestlers are not
guaranteed a spot on the bracket but will be entered if there are not
eight wrestlers in a bracket. Send criteria on wildcard wrestlers.

Weight Classes:

Beginner weight classes for the tournament will follow the standard Little
Guy weight classes. They are 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 85, 95, 108,
108-130, and 130-156. Athletes will wrestle in the weight class they
qualified in Valley and/or Inter-valley tournament.

Medals:

Medals will be awarded to the top four placers in each weight class. A
Championship Bracket will be awarded to individual champions. Awards
ceremony will take place after the finals.

Final Matches:

Finals will be wrestled UNDER THE LIGHTS with a face off for those
wrestlers making it into the finals.

To Enter:

Please submit your wrestlers names and qualifying information, place in
Inter-Valley 2009, place in Unit 2009, previous placings in Inter-Valley or
Unit, on Tuesday evening, March 24th, 2009 by 8:00 pm to the e-mail
address below. We will contact the person who sent in the e-mail letting
them know of any wildcard wrestlers that made it into the tournament on
Wednesday, March 25th by 6:00 p.m.

Contact Info:

Jessie Schaeffer 892-6540
Kelly Houle 892-6500 ext 294, or 892-9955, houlek@sd6.k12.mt.us

